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Abstract 
A method is proposed to efficiently select controller 
inputs and outputs that assure a desired level of ro- 
bust performance. It is based on an efficiently com- 
putable and sufficient existence condition test and it 
uses an effective search strategy. The selection con- 
dition is based on D-scales used in p-analysis, while 
the search strategy uses a method to generate all 
so-called minimal dependent sets. The D-scale test 
is followed up with a more accurate test employing 
expensive DK-iterations for smaller-sized subprob- 
lems. The tests together yield a good compromise 
between efficiency and effectiveness. This is demon- 
strated with an application for a large scale active 
suspension design problem with a ten DOF model of 
a tractor-semitrailer. In the application, seven actua- 
tors and twenty-one sensors are available to choose 
from. 

Keywords: mechanical systems, active suspension, 
robust control, 3fm-control, p-synthesis, input out- 
put selection, combinatorial optimization, maximal 
independent set, minimal dependent set 

1. Introduction 
The ultimately achievable performance of a con- 
trolled plant depends on plant characteristics and 
on controller architecture [l]. One of the relevant is- 
sues is the type and number of devices for actuation 
and sensing or, more generally, of input and output 
signals used for the closed loop. The goal is to se- 
lect those that will open the opportunity to deliver 
a desired level of performance. This requires the so- 
lution of a feasibility problem. 
Selection of the devices or signals based on a com- 
plete candidate-by-candidate feasibility test is a 
combinatorial problem. The selection can be simpli- 
fied by not using a candidate-by-candidate approach, 

but then it is likely to be less effective and favor- 
able combinations of actuators and sensors can be 
missed. For an overview of approaches for input out- 
put selection, see [2] or [3, Chapter 21. 
In previous work 141, we introduced an approach that 
is more refined than brute force methods. The se- 
lection is based on a candidate-by-candidate test, 
but it uses a streamlined rigorous feasibility test 
combined with an efficient search strategy. Large 
scale problems may then be tackled in acceptable 
time, because only a limited number of combinations 
need to be tested. The search strategy is based on 
a novel algorithm to generate all maximal indepen- 
dent sets (or minimal dependent sets) [SI, which is a 
standard problem in combinatorial optimization. Al- 
though with this approach the problem is still com- 
binatorial, in practice the complexity is polynomial 
in the number of inputs and outputs and in the size 
of the solution. 
The goal of our control design (and of input out- 
put selection) is to achieve a specified level of ro- 
bust performance. The standard plant setup with 
a robust performance criterion is selected, because 
it embraces a lot of control problems, like setpoint 
regulation, traclung, and disturbance rejection, all 
in the face of model errors. The feasibility test is 
based on conditions for the existence of an Hm con- 
troller achieving a required level of performance in 
the presence of model errors. This controller could 
be generated with p-synthesis. The conditions are 
placed on a generalized plant that depends on the 
controller inputs and outputs. 
The p-synthesis approach to design a robust con- 
troller is transformed into an Hm feasibility problem 
using D-scales. Computing p,  the D-scales, and an 
Hm controller (or checking the Hw controller exis- 
tence conditions) in an iterative way, like in the stan- 
dard DK-iteration, would be a very time consuming 
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approach. In [4], a more efficient and still exact ap- 
proach is used to circumvent most DK-iterations by 
reusing (or streaming) D-scales. Even t h s  short-cut 
in combination with the efficient search strategy may 
prohibit the computation when the size of the sets 
that characterize the feasible solutions is not small. 
This is mainly due to the expense of a feasibility 
test for combinations of inputs and outputs that do 
not qualify. Here, a repeated DK-iteration-like proce- 
dure is used to irrefutable assess the unsuitability of 
these combinations, i.e., to assess that it wdl not be 
possible to design a controller achieving the desired 
performance. 
To improve this situation, several simplifications 
were tested that improve efficiency, by avoiding 
most of the expensive tests, potentially at the cost 
of effectiveness. The new approach in this paper is 
based on a preliminary selection using sufficient con- 
ditions for feasibility, avoiding the repeated com- 
putation of D-scales, see [6].  This is refined with a 
reduced-size selection using DK-iteration along the 
lines of [4] for those candidates that were seen to be 
most promising from the preliminary selection. 
The contribution of the paper is the following. It 
addresses the balance between efficient and effec- 
tive selection criteria for input output selection. It 
shows that using a more efficient but approximate 
approach followed by an expensive but exact one 
yields results that differ only slightly from the re- 
sults for an exact analysis. The techniques devel- 
oped are applied on a large scale model of a tractor- 
semitrailer. The mass of the trailer is uncertain and 
the required performance of an active suspension 
control system is allowed to deviate only slightly 
from a system using all input/output devices. 
The paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss 
the search strategy and feasibihty tests. Then we ex- 
plain how these methods can be applied on a large 
scale selection problem. Conclusions finish the pa- 
per. 

2. The IO selection method 
To select combinations of inputs and outputs (also 
called IO sets), we need two things: an algorithm to 
efficiently search for promising combinations and a 
feasibility test that assesses a single candidate IO 
set. The feasibility test should be efficient because 
it is called often. The test we employ should tell 
something about robust performance, e.g., it should 
use conditions derived from psynthesis-based ro- 
bust control design. The remainder of this section 
addresses the following points 

Strategy for taming the combinatorially explosive 
search. 

Approaches to circumvent time-consuming steps 
in the feasibility test. 

2.1. Search strategy 
The search strategy is based on an algorithm to gen- 
erate all maximal independent or all minimal depen- 
dent sets. The algorithm was proposed in [SI. We 
briefly explain the problem setup and the usefulness 
of the algorithm. 

Let E be the finite set of all sensors and actuators 
that are considered, with cardinality IEl = n,  and let 
3 be a nonempty family of subsets of E that satisfies 
the following rule: if Z E 3 and I’ G Z then I’ E 3. Now, 
( E , Z )  is called an independence system and 3 is its 
family of independent sets. An independent set Z is 
called maximal if there is no I’ E 3 such that I‘ 2 I. 
Subsets of E that are not in 3 are dependent sets. All 
dependent sets form the family 3. A dependent set 
J is minimal if J’ E 3 for all J’ c J .  

The IO selection problem with a monotonous selec- 
tion criterion exactly fits an independence system 
problem. A monotonous selection criterion is one 
where the performance always improves, or stays 
the same, when an IO set is expanded with additional 
devices. The family of subsets 3 gathers all actua- 
tor/sensor combinations that are not acceptable and 
3 characterizes all acceptable ones. The power set 
P ( E )  contains all possible combinations of actuators 
and sensors and P = 3 U 3. The sets can be graphi- 
cally represented in a so-called Hasse diagram. 

Now the problem is to establish the structure of the 
independence system, i.e., to find 3 and/or 3. To do 
this, an oracle is available that decides whether a 
subset of E belongs to 3 or 3. The oracle is expen- 
sive and its visits should be minimized. In general, it 
suffices to find the K maximal independent sets of 3 
or the M minimal dependent sets of 3, because with 
these sets one can generate the farmlies 3 and/or 3 
without visiting the oracle. Because both K and M are 
bounded by (n;2), one cannot guarantee to obtain a 
solution in time polynomial in n. 
One may wonder if a solution in time polynomial in 
n and K or M is possible. Lawler er al. [7] state that 
the problem of finding the K maximal independent 
or M minimal dependent sets is N P  hard and there 
is no solution possible in time polynomial in n,  K ,  
and M .  However, in [SI it is shown to be possible 
to establish all K maximal independent sets and all 
M minimal dependent sets visiting the oracle only 
O(nK + M )  or O(K + nM) times. This means that a 
complete solution withvisits polynomial in n, K, and 
M is possible. An algorithm that achieves this has 
been used. 
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2.2. Feasibility test 
The selection of IO sets with guaranteed robust 
performance is based on p-synthesis with DK- 
iterations. We assume the reader to be familiar 
with DK-iteration-based robust control synthesis 
and omit further details. Consult [SI if necessary. 
There are other methods for the design of robust 
controllers, but p-synthesis has the advantages of a 
sound theoretical foundation and of readily available 
analysis and synthesis software. 
However, there are several reasons to avoid DK- 
iterations: 
1. They are costly, especially for larger problems. 
2. They are numerically not very reliable. 
3. The iteration may not converge or may not con- 

verge to the global optimum, because the opti- 
mization problem is nonconvex. 

4. They use an upper bound for complex ~1 which 
can be arbitrarily conservative [9]. 

5.  Frequency gridding is used for pcomputations, 
so the worst case p may go undetected. 

Numerical issues were resolved by careful selection 
of convergence test levels and by conditioning and 
balancing of the models. Convergence behavior has 
been improved by starting from a different initial 
condition in case of unsuccessful tests, but t h s  dou- 
51es computation time. The accuracy of the upper 
bound has been verified for selected IO sets by com- 
puting a lower bound and comparing the bounds. 
Frequency gridding effects can be avoided by using 
3fm-performance levels of plants with D-scales as 
criterion and not the computed p values. No fur- 
ther problems were encountered during the actual 
computations. So, the last four reasons to avoid DK- 
iterations are taken care of. 
Several approaches can be used to circumvent DK- 
iterations completely, while still a reasonable ap- 
proximation to the robust performance problem is 
obtained. One approach is based on conditions for 
the existence of a noncausal controller, as proposed 
in [lo] and analyzed in [l l] .  Other approaches are 
based on fixed D-scales or fixed worst-case uncer- 
tainties and are analyzed in [6]. These approaches 
are two to three orders of magnitude faster than a 
DK-iteration-based approach. 
In this study, we employ the fixed D-scale approach. 
The reason is that t h s  approach is based on suffi- 
cient conditions, so it is conservative and robust per- 
formance can always be guaranteed, which is in the 
spirit of robust control. The other two approaches 
are based on necessary or a mix of partly necessary 
and partly sufficient conhtions and no guarantees 
can be given. 
The fixed D-scale approach works as follows. For a 
selected IO set (most often the full IO set with all 

devices or the empty IO set, i.e., the open loop), a 
p-synthesis with DK-iteration or a p-analysis is car- 
ried out. The D-scales found are used to augment 
the plants for all other IO sets. The feasibility test 
then only consists of checking conditions for the ex- 
istence of an 3fw controller achieving a specified per- 
formance level. Efficient tools for this task are avail- 
able and may be based on Riccati equations [12] or 
on conditions expressed in terms of linear matrix in- 
equalities [13]. We employ Riccati equations, being 
more efficient. 
The results of IO selection with fixed D-scales can be 
refined in a second stage with the more effective DK- 
iteration-based approach. A possibility is to extract 
from the fixed D-scales results those devices that are 
most promising, e.g., by selecting those that 

occur often in the minimal dependent sets, 
occur in minimal dependent sets that have a low 

By eliminating devices that are not expected to add 
much, the size of the problem is reduced and a selec- 
tion using DK-iterations may be tractable. In the sec- 
ond stage, the minimal dependent sets found from 
the analysis with fixed D-scales can be used to elimi- 
nate some feasible IO sets without performing a fea- 
sibility test, and so speedup the computations. This 
is possible, because using fixed D-scales is conserva- 
tive. Also, the results from the first and second stage 
can be merged to give an improved solution of the 
full size problem. 

number of devices. 

3. Example 
The methods are illustrated for a tractor-semitrailer 
active suspension problem with seven actuators and 
twenty-one sensors, so with n = 28 input/output de- 
vices, see Fig. l ,  making = 228 or zz 266 - lo6 unique 
combinations possible. Ths example has been intro- 
duced and studied in 141. We now summarize some 
results and will present new results for problems 
that could not be solved in reasonable time with the 
streaming DK-iteration-based approach followed in 

The number of feasibility tests depends on the ap- 
proach taken to circumvent DK-iterations and on the 
required performance level. In [4] only 274 candi- 
date combinations were tested for feasibility to com- 
pletely determine all combinations of sensors and 
actuators that were guaranteed to reach the spec- 
ified level of performance (,U s 1.6). The number 
of tests was almost lo6 times less than a complete 
candidate-by-candidate search would require. The 
low number of tests is due to small values for K and 
M .  
For other performance levels the number of feasibil- 
ity tests may be much larger, due to larger values of 

141. 
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I ;acceleration I ;displacement e :center of mass 

Figure 1: Tractor-semitrailer with potential actuators and sensors indicated 

K and M, necessitating the use of approximations to 
the original robust performance control problem to 
solve the problem in acceptable time. The number of 
states of the generalized plant including D-scales or 
including an H. controller is rather large (= 1001, 
so the computations take their time. Results are pre- 
sented for the following two stages: 
1. The use of fixed D-scales only; this results in 

an approximate characterization of the indepen- 
dence system but with much faster computa- 
tions. 

2. Searching in potentially better subsets of all 
devices, coming from, e.g., an initial screening 
with fixed D-scales from stage 1, but now us- 
ing DK-iteration; this reduces the number of DK- 
iterations, because we test for sets of smaller n, 
while results for different initial subsets can be 
merged with the results of stage 1 because all re- 
sults are based on sufficient conditions. 

For the full IO set, the achievable value of complex 
unstructured /.I is slightly larger than 1. For required 
performance levels of 1.6, 1.4, 1.2, and 1.05 (the 
lower the better), IO selection has been carried out 
with fixed D-scales associated with the full IO set. 
For levels 1.6 and 1.4 also D-scales based on the 
empty IO set were employed. It has been verified 
that for these IO sets the upper bound is tight. The 
number of required devices increases with decreas- 
ing values of p .  For the performance level of 1.05, 
using the fixed D-scales results and the two criteria 
mentioned at the end of Section 2, promising sub- 
sets were selected of sizes 10, 13, 15, 18, and 21, 
where size is the initial number of devices in the 
subsets. With rigorous DK-iteration tests these sets 
were analyzed, leading to a reduction of the num- 

ber of devices in the minimal dependent sets com- 
pared to k e d  D-scales. We present an extract of the 
results. Giving results in Hasse diagrams does not 
make sense, due to the large number of IO sets. So, 
a more condensed representation is chosen. 
First, Figs. 2-3 present how often certain devices 
show up in the minimal dependent sets obtained 
with k e d  D-scales and p requirements of 1.05 and 
1.4. 

Occurrence of devices 

1000. 
U 

5 
2 1300- 
5: 600. 
0 

$ 400. 

z 200. 

cu 

7-i 

OO 15 

n 

25 30 
Device number 

Figure 2: Devices in minimal IO sets for p 5 1.05 

Remark that some devices, e.g., the ones numbered 
2 and 3, occur in all sets and that the number of 
minimal dependent sets is much larger for the 1.4 
level than for 1.05. While the selections for p I 1.05 
are based on D-scales for the full IO set only, for 
p 5 1.4 results for two different D-scales, based on 
the full and on the empty IO set, were computed and 
merged to get more accurate results. 
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Occurrence of devices 
60001 

10 15 20 25 
Device number 

Figure 3: Devices in minimal IO sets for p I 1.40 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the size of max- 
imal independent and minimal dependent sets for 
the 1.05 level. 

Size of minimal/maximal (inldependent sets 
10 t f 

J 
1 o 0 r  5 10 15 20 25 30 

Number of devices 

Figure 4: Number of maximal independent IO sets (x) 
and minimal dependent IO sets (0) of a certain size 
for p I 1.05 

It can be seen that there are five maximal indepen- 
dent sets with 27 devices, one less than the max- 
imal number. This corresponds with the fact that 
devices 2, 3, 9, 10, and 20 are always used, so sets 
without one of these devices are not feasible. It also 
implies that the subsets selected for DK-iteration re- 
finement should better include these five devices. 
Figure 5 presents a comparison of the distribution 
of the sizes for several selection levels. 
Remark that for lower levels (more stringent require- 
ments) the left tip of the lines shifts to the right, in- 
dicating that a larger number of devices is needed to 
achieve the desired performance level. 
Finally, Fig. 6 compares the results of the selection 

Comparison of minimal dependent sets 

Y 

Number of devices 

Figure 5: Comparison of the number of minimal IO 
sets of a certain size; -: p I 1.05, - -: p I 1.20, 
- * -: ,U I 1.40, . . /J I 1.60 

with fixed D-scales for the 1.05 level with a merger 
of these results with the selection results for the 
smaller subsets with DK-iteration, also for the 1.05 
level. The smaller subsets initially include the five 
devices mentioned before that always appear in the 
minimal IO sets for the fixed D-scale approach, ex- 
tended with devices that occur regularly in the small- 
est of these IO sets (of size 9 and 10) and with the 
ones that score high in Fig. 2. 

Comparison of minimal dependent sets 
$10 

Number of devices 

Figure 6: Comparison of sizes of minimal IO sets for 
p I 1.05; (0): DK-iteration based, (x): k e d  D-scales 
based 
The results show that a smaller number of devices 
is allowed, whch is to be expected because DK- 
iteration is less conservative. The smallest IO sets 
contain seven devices, namely three actuators and 
four sensors, and are subsets of several of the small- 
est IO sets generated with the k e d  D-scale test. They 
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are also subsets of the initial subsets with 15  or more 
devices. The number of devices can be compared 
with the single sensor/actuator pair that is sufficient 
for a 1.6 level and with the nine devices, four actu- 
ators and five sensors, that the fixed D-scales test 
needs for level 1.05. For p I 1.05 it has been veri- 
fied that the minimum number of actuators is three 
(by input selection with all sensors present) and the 
minimum number of sensors is four (by output se- 
lection with all actuators present). Therefore, there 
are no smaller IO sets that meet the performance 
specification and the final result for the smallest IO 
sets is rigorous. The difference in the minimal num- 
ber of devices for the results after stage one and two, 
nine and seven, is not that large, so one can con- 
clude that the approximate but more efficient fixed 
D-scales method is useful. A reduction with a factor 
four, from 28 to 7, of the number of devices needed 
to achieve a performance level on par with the full 
IO set will give a large saving in investments, main- 
tenance, and reduces instrumentation complexity. 
A physical interpretation of the results is facilitated 
by the fact that the design is much oriented to- 
wards robustness. Without the model uncertainty, 
the achievable value of p is much lower. The uncer- 
tainty in the model is related to uncertain semitrailer 
mass and inertia. Most actuating and sensing devices 
that show up in the minimal IO sets are physically 
“close” to the semitrailer: 

actuators are chosen so the influence of model 
uncertainty on the plant is like a “matched” dis- 
turbance, 
sensors are chosen so the relative degree between 
uncertainty input to the plant and sensed plant 
output is small. 

4. Conclusions 
Efficient methods for input output selection were as- 
sessed. It was found that a fast but non-effective 
fixed D-scales feasibility test combined with a ef- 
fective DK-iteration based test, both using a novel 
algorithm to search in a Hasse diagram, is sufficient 
to fmd promising combinations of devices. Apply- 

. ing this technique on a large scale active suspension 
control problem shows that the number of actuators 
and sensors can be reduced by a factor of four, com- 
pared with the potential number of devices, without 
compromising the achievable robust performance. 
A future goal is to come up with tight necessary ex- 
istence conditions that are efficiently computable. 
This could be used to eliminate most of the DK- 
iterations needed to classify combinations of inputs 
and outputs as “not good enough.” 
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